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Consolidate our
recipe writing
YEAR 5 2020
OGPS

LESSON 4

So far this week…
You should have complete an
amazing recipe, either based off
Jez’s writing or a family recipe.
Today you are going to make your
own recipe!

Step 1: research or have an idea
that you can write a lot about.
Step 2: write your recipe.
Step 3: make sure it is Year 5
worthy.

Step 1: My research

So I found myself
researching about
Special Forces and the
idea of spy's having to
disguise themselves so
I decided to write up
about how to become a
Master of Disguise.

Step 2: So here is
part of my first
attempt of my
writing.

How to be a Master of Disguise
Have you ever wondered what it would be like if you were James Bond or Sherlock
Holmes and you had to suddenly change your identity? Well read on and you will find
out what exactly you need to do.

Things you will need:
- drama skills
- make-up skills

- gadgets
- accents
Method:
Opportunity, that right opportunity. You need to look around you and use that
to help you. Maybe you’re near a shopping centre, a busy tourist attraction or
even a quiet school building. You need to decide what you can be as quickly
as possible so that you won’t stand out...

Step 3: does it match the toolkit, well there are
definitely some improvements I can make.
How to be a Master of Disguise
Have you ever wondered what it would be like if you were James Bond or
Sherlock Holmes and you had to suddenly change your identity? Well read on
and you will find out what exactly you need to do.

Could add more of a description to help capture
the reader.

Things you will need:

- drama skills
- make-up skills

Great opportunity for using semi-colons in a
paragraph.

- gadgets
- accents
Method:
Opportunity, that right opportunity. You need to look around you and
use that to help you. Maybe you’re near a shopping centre, a busy
tourist attraction or even a quiet school building. You need to decide
what you can be as quickly as possible so that you won’t stand out...

Language could be up-levelled to be more
like that expected in Year 5.

Step 3: does it match the toolkit, well there are
definitely some improvements I can make.
EDITED
How to be a Master of Disguise
Have you ever wondered what it would be like if you were James Bond or
Sherlock Holmes and you had to suddenly change your identity? Ever
wondered how you would narrowly escape if you were being
hunted down by the villains and needed to hide? Well read on
and you will find out what exactly you need to do.

Things you will need: drama skills – this is key as you need to be
able to act and take on the character of someone
completely different; make-up skills (which is vital if you
need to change how you LOOK);- gadgets this is not a
necessity as you may not have time, but a small amount of
talcum powder, or a costume ready underneath is all you
need; accents if you sound different and look different
they’ll definitely not suspect it’s you.

Could add more of a description to help capture
the reader.

Great opportunity for using semi-colons in a
paragraph.

Method:
Opportunity, that right opportunity. You need to look around you and use
your environment to aid you. Perhaps you’re near a shopping centre,
a busy tourist attraction or even a quiet school building. You need to decide
what you can be as quickly as possible so that you won’t stand out...

Language could be up-levelled to be more
like that expected in Year 5.

Task: Consolidate our
recipe writing
Right so now it is your turn.
If you are stuck for ideas here are some
websites you can look up:

Remember you can also do this in bullet point
form e.g.
For lunch I had:

https://www.ehow.com/crafts/crafts-forkids/crafts-kids-projects

- thee eggs, which were scrambled with
cheese;

https://www.easypeasyandfun.com/springcrafts-for-kids/

- two slices of toast (with melted butter of
course);

https://www.thebalancecareers.com/jobs-kidsall-ages-2085439

- a Sainsbury’s basic sesame seeded bagel;
- and some crumpets – which may have had a
bit too much Nutella on top.

